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ENERGY OF THE MOVEM 
WAYS OF INCREASING Hi 

0F all the endless variety of phenome 
which nature presents to our 

there is none that fills our minds 
greater wonder than 
vlex movement whic its entirety, we there islife, th 

5 mysterious All mass poss 
netrable persist. Owing to 

t of the past, its chai ion, a body, be ‘it at 
omprehensible by its infini i o remain in the 

ate itsdestination is hidden in i 
ible depths of the future. Whei through what 
cone What is i lent opposing fore 
are the great i of this it follo 
all times have en s 

Modern science 
the earth is the 
future. From ani 
originated, and into a 
turn. Merciless is the f 
rapidly and irresistibly we are di 
doom. Lord Kelvin, i in his pro! 
tions, allo 

8 bright light wil 
to shine, and its life-giving heat 
ebbed away, an own earth will 

through the 

ill still be left on it a glimmering spar 
ife, and there will be ance to kindle a 

new fire on some distant 
ful possibility seems, int 
ing from Professor Dew 
ments with liquid air, 
of organic life are no 
matter how intense; con! 
be transmitted through 
spac eanwhile the cl 
science and art, ever increa 
illu our path, and | 
di , and the. enjoymen 



LOGEN OF THE ATMOSPHERE 



think and act, we are held 
stars in the firmament, 
These ties we cannot see, b 
them. I cut myself in the fin; 
ains me: this finger is a part o: 

a friend hurt, and it hurts me, to 
and I are one. And now : 
an enemy, a lump of matter whic’ 
lumps of matter in the universe, 
for, and still it grieves me. D 
prove that each of us is only a 
whole? 

For ages this idea has been proclaim 
the consummately wise teachings of rel 
probably not alone as a means of ins’ 
peace and harmony among men, but as 
deeply founded truth. The Buddhist | 

recognizes this connectedness of separate 
individuals, though not quite in the same 
sense as it admits that the suns, planets, 
and moons of a constellation are one body, 
and there can be no doubt that it will be 
experimentally confirmed in times to come, 
when our means and methods for investigat- 
ing psychical and other states and phe- 
nomena shall have been brought to great 
perfection. Still more: this one human 
being lives on and on. The individual is 1 
ephemeral, races and nations come and pass 
away, but man remains. Therein lies the 
profound difference between the individual 

and the whole. Therein, too, is to be found 

the partial explanation of many of | 

marvelous phenomena of heredity whic 

‘the result. of countless centuries of ft 

but persistent influence. 
Conceive, then, man as a mass | 

by a force. Though this moveme 

of a translatory character, implying change 

of place, yet the general laws of mechani al 

movement are applicableto it, and the energy 
associated with this mass can be measured, 
inaccordance with well-known principles, 
half the product of the mi th the square 
of a certain velocity. So, ! S 
non-ball which is at rest p 
amount of energy in the fo 
We measure in a similar W 
ball to consist of innumer 
ticles, called atoms or mol 
brate or whirl around one 
termine their masses and velo 
them the energy of each of # 
tems, and adding them all to 

Vou. LX.—21. 

4 

water in ano 
ously exchanged, n 
the old. Not only this, bi 
gates, and dies, thus alte n 
pendently, both in bulk and density. 
is most wond f all, he is capable of 
increasing or his velocity of 
movement by the my: - 
sesses of appropriating mor 

] substance, a u 
gy. But in any give m 

e slow changes and : 
is measured by half the 

ith the squ 

conception, 
it problem, 

inc! e 



‘in every movement, and must be taken into 

consideration. The difference between these 
two forces is the effective force which im- 
parts a velocity V to the mass Jf in the 

direction of the arrow on the line represent- 
ing the force f. Inaccordance with the pre- 
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DIAGRAM a. THE THREE WAYS OF INCE 
HUMAN ENERGY. 

ry will then be given 
x V, in which 

in in the ordinary 
ce and Vis 

ceding, the human ener¢ 
by the product 4 MV*= 
Mis the total mass of 
interpretation of the term 1 i 

a certain hypothetical velocity, which, in 

the present state of science, » unable 
exactly to define and determine. To inc 

the human energy is, therefore, equivalent 
to increasing this product, and there are, as 

will readily be seen, only three ways possible 
to attain this result, which are illustrated in 
the above diagram. The first way, shown 
in the top figure, is to increase the mass 
(as indicated by the dotted circle), leaving 
the two opposing forces the same. The 
second way is to reduce the retarding force 
& to a smaller value r, leaving the mass 
and the impelling force the same, as dia- 
grammatically shown in the middle figure. 

retarding force 2 remai ivi 
ce F remain unaltered. Eyi- : eres limits exist as Tegards increase 

Matte and reduction of Tetarding force, 

i be increased 

4 i? A 

> 
, eects 

: 4 is 
it Fat ab? 

THE FIRST PROBLEM: HOW TO INCREASE THE often gh at 

HUMAN MASS—THE BURNING OF ATMO- FPO ay +h 

SPHERIC NITROGEN. i ti0 ney 

A ica i 

‘Viewen generally, there are obviously two sf poe oun at 

of increasing the mass of mankind: C pin the 

first, by aiding and maintaining those forces werttn ane the 

and conditions which tend to increase it; and, te G “ai 

second, by opposing and reducing those which 0 je’ bac’ q 

tend to diminish it. The mass will be in- cote. jple for | 

creased by careful attention to health, by esp" ous 

substantial food, bymoderation, by regularity ba , a0 ot th 

of habits, by the promotion of marriage, by ait 1 do yon 

conscientious attention to the children, and, 2 suppres tio 

generally stated, by the observance of al] oe gener" ab 

the many precepts and laws of religion and ee to prea “A 

hygiene. But in adding new mass to the old, wi pave ‘peco | 

three cases again present themselves. Either we ‘snd if su 

the mass added is of the same velocity ag tants t be sl 

the old, or it is of a smaller or of a higher they oting t 

velocity. To gain an idea of the relative im | are de’ snake the 

portance of these cases, imagine a train theit et 

composed of, say, one hundred turning: eto 
* locomotives running on a track, for jnstance, 4 

and suppose that, to inerease the For every Pe 

energy of the moving mass, four effects of a 3 

more locomotives are added to the die from the c¢ 

train. If these four move at the ure water. T! 
same velocity at which the train is going, the infuses neW life 

ill be increased fourper cent,; vehicle througt 
g at only one half of that enter our bodie: 
se will amount to only one it conveys are € 

are moving at twice that ye. as they perfor: 
2 of vill be sixteen ceived. They s 

and enjoy. The 
ignorant or car. 

the consequenc, 
that a philanthr 
thos etter tha 

Who yo are 

nee toadd mass of 
a higher velocity. Stated more to the point, 
if, for example, the children be of the same 
degree of enlightenment as the parents,— 
that is, mass of the “same velocity,’—the | 
energy will simply increase proportionately 
to the number added. If they are less in- 
telligent or advanced, or mass of “smaller 
velocity,” there will be a very slight gain in 
the energy ; but if they are further advanced, 
or mass of “higher velocity,” then the net 
generation will add very considerably to tht 
sum total of human energy. Any addition: 
mass of “smaller velocity,” beyond that 
dispensable amount required 
pressed in the proverb, “Me 
pore sano,” should be strenv 
For instance, the 
muscle, as aimed 
leges, 1 consider 
of “smaller velocity, 
mend it, although my 

Iwas a student 
nsuring th 



responsible for 
many, and oug’ 
But I do not 
of suppression 
many generations are 
wiser to preach moderatit 
We have become accustoy 
lants, and if such reforms are 
they must be slow and gradual. 
are devoting their energies to such could make themselves far more useful turning their efforts in other directions, as, inj for instance, toward providing pure water. 

ishes from the but a highly immora it. In ke 
bodies free from in: ection, he: 

He evil, which poisons bot 
ia hich is responsible for 4 

ceived. They seal doom while w i 
and enjoy. The majority of people a 
ignorant or careless in drinking water, and 
the consequences of ne are 
that a philanthropist can Cl 
forts better than by endea r 
those who are thus injuri 
By systematic purificat 
tion of the drinking-water 
would be very considerab ¢ 
should be made a rigid rule—whi I 
enforced by law—to boil or to ste: 
wise the drinking-water in every ho 
and public p The mere filtering ¢ 
not afford sufficient security against int 
tion, All ice fo: al uses shou! 
artificially prepare n water thoroughl 
sterilized. The impo ninating 
germs of disease 1e city water is gen- 
erally recognized, t done to 
Improve the existing 
isfactory method of st 
tities of water has as ye 
ward.» By improved e 
2 yw enabled to produ 

large amounts, and 



cause, in the sense inter- 
at undoubtedly tend 19 

demonstrated 
most exclusively 
rior physique and 

doubt that some plal 

meal, is more economic: 

perior to it in regard to | 

mental performance. Such food, mol er, 

taxes our digestive organs decidedlyle
ss, and, 

~ in making us more contented and sociable, 

produces an amount of good difficult to es- 

ate. In view of these facts every effort, 

should be made to stop the wanton and cruel 

ter of animals, which must be de- 

ive to our morals. To free ou Ss 

imal instincts and appetites, \ 

pus down, we should begin at the very 

root from which they spring: we should 

effect a radical reform in the character of 

the food. . 
There seems to be no philosophical neces- 

sity for food. We can conceive of organized 

beings living without nourishment, and de- 

riving all the energy they need for the per- 

formance of their life-functions from the 
ambient medium. Ina crystal we have the 

clear evidence of the existence of a forma- 
tive life-principle, and though we cannot 
understand the life of a crystal, it is none 
the less a living being. There may be, be- 
sides crystals, other such individualized, 
material systems of beings, perhaps of gase- 
ous constitution, or composed of substance 
still more tenuous. In view of this possi- 
bility,—nay, probability,—we cannot apo- 
dictically deny the existence of organized 
beings on a planet merely because the condi- 
tions on the same are unsuitable for the 
peienee of ee e conceive it. We 

~ cannot even, with positive assurance, assert 
fe Some of them might not he present 
ae our world, in the very midst of 
tation ee and life-manifes- 

Perceive them. uch thatiwe are unable to 

@ producti 
Means thr erie a rease 
mass naturally suggests itse 
ee ge this kind to p 
net ‘appear to me rational, 

resent. Whether we | 

sequences. \ an exper} 
should not be tried. By far the best way, i 

seems to me, to meet the ravages of the gy 

would be to find ways of increasing the grt 

ductivity of the soil. With this object the 

preservation of forests is of an i ch 

which cannot be overestimated, and in 

connection, also, the utilization of water. 

power for purposes of electrical 3 

sion, dispensing in many ways with the ne 
cessity of burning wood, and tending thereby 

to forest preservation, is to be strongly ad- 

yocated. But there are limits in the improve. 
ment to be effected in this and similar 

To increase materially the productiyi 

of the soil, it must be more effecti 

fertilized by artificial means. The question 

of food-production resolves itself, then, into 
the que’ how best to fertilize the soil. 
What it that made the soil is still a 

To explain its origin is proba: 

isture and heateand wi 
in themselves not capable of maintain- 

ing life. Some unexplained condition arose) 
and some new principle came into effect, and 
the first layer capable of sustaining low or- 
ganisms, like mo was formed. These 
by their life and death, added more of the 
life-sustaining quality to the soil, and higher 
organisms could then subsist, and so on and 
on, until at last highly developed plant and 
animal life could flourish. But though the 
theories are, even now, not in agreement as 
to how fertilization is effected, it is a fact, 
only too well ascertained, that the soil can- 
not indefinitely sustain life, and some way 
must be found to supply it with the 
stances which have b b d 
by the plants. The chi 
among, these sul 
nitrogen, and t! 
is, therefore, t 
all-important 
contains 
gen, and d 
these compout 
mankind woul 
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trigity comes 
ties of the element a 
tric 

exciting very 
nitrogen uni 
although IT showe 

ctrical flame named “St. 5} which, besides being capable 
ozone in abundance, also po: 
pointed owt on that oceasion, 

inches long, its:chemical action was likey very feeble, and Consequently the proces: oxidation of the nitrogen was wasteful. How to intensify this action Was the question. Evidently electric currents ofa peculiar kind had to be produced in order to rende 
cess of nitrogen combustion more e! 

The first advance was ma 
ining that the chemical acti 

ties, merely ] 
power and sim 
this manner many compou 
may be manufactured al e 
a small cost, and in any desir 
and by me: 
can be ferti 

- he increased. 

re accustomed to, may thu ? 
e" d inexhaustible so’ 0 progress in this direction f incalculable benefit to man- fects of the electrical pressu mously contribute to the rent impulses, of their way i i human n and thus. characteristic features, were i g t a Soon, I ho: Then the influence of the atmos rid wil ng of an in Sure and temperature and of the pri try me, I believe, be of water and other bodies was stud hat of iron. hus the best conditions for ¢ 

most intense chemical action 
charge and securing the highest et i 

the process were gradually ascertained. Nat 
urally, the improve were not quick in 
Coming; still, little by little, advanced. The 
H andits oxidizin; 

i 
s icant brush-discharg Z this aif oe it developed into a marvel o- 1GNOre ee aaa - 

of the pi 
devoid of any 

t a degree m; y 
an idea may be gi 

of Fig. 1 (p. 176), whiel 
lfexplanatory. The flam 
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some quality, not infre 
though badly direct 
turn to good advan uge frictional force inyoly Evidently, then, 

to the above questi force in the right direction and frictional force, q There can be no doubt that, 0: frictional Tesistances, the on 

he fri 
every new de 
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ere these such 
vd than to destr 
sisted, creating an 
limit. Such conditio: 
A being which could d 
man; it might bea god, 
have the advantage 
alone, it seems to m 
By the use of new p 
can render harbors 
attack, but we cannot by 
vent two war-ships meeting 
high sea. And then, if 
to its ultimate developme: 
the conclusion that it 
mankind if attack and 
oppositely related; for 

Again, it is contende 
advent of the flying-mach 
universal peace. This, too, 
entirely erroneous view. The 
is certaink 

why a ruling po 
ht not govern 
Without wishin 

to put myself on_ ap 
not hesitate to say 

ately lead to th 
hole energy of v 

ive energy, like th 
. In this form th 

maintained withor 
nuch smaller ina 

hile incomparably more effective. 
As regards the s 

Sainst foreign invasi 
mote that it depends o 
and not on the absolute 
dividuals or magniti 
that, if every count 
ar-foree’ in the sam 

Would xemai 

so, imperceptibly, ges of pro; we have come from the 

ay, and i 
es, ready to eng 

t at asignal. Let p 
here is an 



fire guns, Hig 
\jectiles, torpeae 

war may be broug! 

uctive f may 

qinaver be reached 
ment. Albatic h tng 

tion 
‘ of the ma ty. 
tit and to destroy. ir 

their eapa’ aso ea 
meet in battle, there wi 

| Bloodshed will ever keep up 
sion. 16 Break this farce 
departure must bée made, an 
principle must * introdueed, 
never existed before In warfi 
which will forcibly, unavoid 

Wattle into a me 
teat without love 
reaulfmen must 
must fightymach 
that whieh seems 4 
is simple enough: produce « ine ¢ 
f acting as though it rt of a human 

g—-no mere | contrivance, 
rising levers, ls, clutches 

ing more, b ine embodying 
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RZ contend 
every thou 
monstrated, and d 
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can never b 
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for their operat 
of the mac 

kill and to destroy. | c 
their capacity for doing ev 

meet in battle, there WI 

Bloodshed will ever keep up barbaro
us 

sion. To break this fierce spirit, a ral ical 

departure must be madey an entirely new 

principle must be introduc
ed, something that v 

never existed before in warfare—a prineipl 

which will forcibly, unavoidably, turn the 

battle into a mere tacle, a play, a con- 

test without loss of To bring on this 
d with: machine 

rule, inst 
started the thoug 
not long before 

every tho 
monstrated, and 
atisfaction, that 
dowed with power 

ponds to e 
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whether the 
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FIG, 2. THE FIRST PI 

_. A machine ha its bodily or translatoi 
mechanism contro! ‘om a distance with 
contains its own 1 pel 

_ sories, all of which troll yy transmit 
“lations to a circuit by the boat and 

As to the capacity for propagation, 
uuld likewise be left o ‘onsidera- 

tion, for in the mechani di 
ignified a process of mani 

the automaton be of fleshand 
and steel, it mattered little, 
perform all duties requi 

ig. To do so, i 
sponding to the: 



TURY MAG AZINI: 

correspon! Lo the 
ofa hum mn 

could be > of inter 
1 regardless of its position, 

tant controlling 
t le it would re: 

like a faithful g 
t of its master, 

ing ob 
tiv 
and, | 

» automaton, instead 2 
ays, waves or ‘stares 
e in all directions through 

nd, or which follow a pathos 
ce, however curved, Tattaingy 

imed at by means of an electri 
within the boat, and adjusted 

tly to electrical vibrations 
ind transmitted to it from 

pig. 3. EXPERIMENT 70 ILLUSTRATE Sg 

| 
oF ELECTRIC. 

HA 

wri 

i 
i the ell 
L only to 

been suggested, which 

ontrolling the move- 

of distant automatons. 

applicable to 

“telautomatics ” has 

means the art of c 

ments and operation
 

This principle evidently 
t 

any kind of machine that moyes on land or in 

the water or in the air. In applying it prac- P 

tically for the first time, Isel
ected a boat (see 

Fig. 2). A storage battery placed within it 

furnished the motive power. The propeller, 

driven by a motor, represented the locomo- 

tive organs. The rudder, controlled by an- 

other motor likewise driven by the battery, 

took the place of the directive organs. As 

to the sensitive organ, obviously the first 

thought was to utilize a device responsive 

to rays of light, likea selenium cell, to repr 

sent the human eye. But upon cioser in- 

quiry I found that, owing to experimental 

and other difficulties, no thoroughly satis- 

nt automaton would place 
trol. Another reason was 

evice representing the 
in a definite position 
tant controlling ap- 

yy would impose 
ntrol. Still an- 

that the sensiti 
eye would have 
with respect to th 
paratus, and this 
great limitations in ( 
they and very important 
posabte aS. would be ; 
foatnne to give to the antor FIG. 4. EXP 

; SION OF ICAL EN! e 
EARTH WITHOUT WIRE: 

‘The coil shown in the photogray 
minal connected to the ground 

vibrations of a distant elec 
ghtedis inan independen' 

n from the coil exeited by the eleCN om 
mitted to it through the groun’ i+. of 
hich is worked only to five Pe? 
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distant “electrical 
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Fic. 6 PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEW OF THE ESSENTIAL PARTS OF THE ELECTRICAL OSCILLATOR USEp ln 
. IN THE EXPERIMENTS DESCRIBED. 

to submarine and aérial vessels. There isvir 
tually no restriction as to the amount o! 
plosive it can carry, or as to the distane 
which it can strike, and failure is almost ix 
possible. But the force of this new principle 
does not wholly reside in its destructive 
Its advent introduces into warfare an de” 

wires, | c ment which never existed Dice ae ing without wires, and the above was, of machine without men as a means of urse, an obvious inference. Had I accom- and defense. The continuous deve i d nothing more than this, Ishould have this direction must ultimately 
a cares e indeed. But the art 

ay evolved does not contemplate merely change of direc f a moving vessel h ib affords 2 means of absc utel i i every respect, all th Tait, Ge movements, as well ag ¢ ions ~ a internal organg, ie the es iawe a ee peal aut on. Criti- been put fo di 
‘ ahumble sp 

invention saw in it merely an automobile 
torpedo, which was to be used for the pur- 
pose of blowing up battle-ships, with doubtful 
success. The general impression was that I 
contemplated simply the steering of such a 
vessel by means of Hertzian or other rays. 
There are torpedoes steered electrically by 
wires, and there are means of communicat- 

elations between n 



THE PROBLEM 0} YCREASING HUMAN ENERGY, 189 patriotism shall be identical hgion, ment, would be of advantag articularly in 
when there shall be one langyay: one couns conveying an idea a aoe a 
try, one end, then the dream will hay he- locity” which, ag explained in the beginniny, ; 
come reality. 

18 a measure of human energy; but to deal ' With this Specifically here, as [ would desire, would lead me far beyond the scope of the present subject. Suffice it to state that the resultant of all these forces is always in ; ’ the direction of reason, which, therefore, de- 
Or the three Possible Solutions of the main termines, at any time, the direction of human 
problem of increasing human energy, this is movement. This ig to say that every effort 
by far the most important to consider, not which is scientifically applied, rational, use- 
only because of its intrinsic significance, but ful, or practical, must be in the direction in 
also because of its intimate bearing on all which the mass is moving. The practical, 
the many elements and conditions which de- rational man, the observer, the man of busi- 
termine the movement of humanity, In order ness, he who reasons, calculates, or deter- 
to proceed Systematically, it would be neces- mines in advance, carefully applies his effort 
Sary for me to dwell on E : all those considera: so that when coming into effect it will be in 
tions which have guided me from the outset the direction of the movement, making it in my efforts to arrive at a solution, and thus most efficient, and in this knowledge 
which have led me, step by step, to the re- and ability lies t) sults I shall now describe, As a preliminary Every new fact discovered, every new ex- study of the problem an analytical investi- perience or new element added to our know- gation, such as I have made, of the chief ledge and entering into the domain of rea- forces which determine the onward move- Son, affects the same and, therefore, changes 

THE THIRD PROBLEM: How TO IN¢ 
FORCE ACCELERATING THE HI 
THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN 

he secret of his success. 

EFFECT OF AN ELECTRICAL, 

to full candle 





FIG. 9. EXPERIMENT TO ILLUSTRATE THE CAPACITY OF THE OSCILLATOR FoR CREATING 
A GREAT ELECTRICAL MOVEMENT. 

all shown in the photograph, covered with a polished metallic coating of twenty square feet of ¢, represents a large reservoir of electricity, and the inverted tin pan underneat! With a sharp a big opening through which the eleortaity can escape before filling the reservoir, aia 
ctricity set in movement is so great that, although most of it escapes thro: f 

pan or crane vided, the ball or reservoir is nevertheless altertintal wenn neh , of thie 
Mowing (as is e' t from the discharge escaping on the top of the ball) one hundred an thou- sund times per second. \ as La 

ime, we designate as re: s, t y us ) 
Selfpreserving, useful, table, or practi- ¢ d in our very life- 
Bip, These efforts concern aily life, our pursuit, we d mn it; all the objects 
necessitie: yur work and busi- we see tell us 

ness, and it is these which 1 our machine-n 
But loo! at all this b 







THE PROBLEM oR INCREASING 
lations and theories, consi 

HUMAN ENERGY. 193 idering man ved by a force, viewing his novement in the light of a a ‘ and applying the simple principl: mechanics to the analysis of the same vntil L arrived at these solutions, hi: only to renlize that they were taught to me in my ef childhood. These three words sound the key-notes of the Christian religion. icmeaning and Purpose are now - to me: food to increase the mass, peace iminish the retarding foree, and work to the force accelerating human moye- ment. These are the only three solutions which are possible of that great problem, 

specu 

or 

— 

can tell the 
to use the si 

Saeeteteae nee ae 
and all of them have one object, one end, namely, to increase human energy. When 

| 

we recognize this, we cannot help wonder- ry beginning three ways of 
ing how profoundly wise and scientific 

i 

drawing energy from the sun were open to man. The savage, when he warmed his frozen limbs at a fire kindled in some way, availed stands in this respect to other religions. himself of the energy of the sun stored It is unmistakably the result of practical in the burning material. When he carried 
experiment and scientific observation which a bundle of branches to his cave and burned have extended through ages, while other them there, he made use of the sun’s stored religions seem to be the outcome of merely energy transported from one to another abstract reasoning. Work, untiring effort, locality. When he set sail to his canoe, useful and accumulative, with: Periods of rest he utilized the energy of the sun’supplied to and recuperation aiming at higher efficiency, the atmosphere or ambient medium. There is its chief and ever-recurring command. can be no doubt that the first is the oldest Thus we are inspired both by Christianity way. A fire, found accidentally, taught and Science to do our utmost toward in- the savage to appreciate its beneficial heat, creasing the performance of mankind, This He then very likely conceived the idea of most important of human problems I shall carrying the glowing embers to his abode. now specifically consider. Finally he learned to use the force of a swift current of water or air. It is char- TU GOCE OF HUMAN  ENERGY—tue ACteristic of modern development that Prog- THREE WAYS OF DRAWING ENERGY FROM effected in the same order. 
THE SUN, 

the energy stored in wood 
ly speaking, fuel, led to First let us ask: Whe' 
Next a great stride in motive power? What is the 8] ring that In energy-transportation drives all? We see the ocean ri and fa the use ity, which permitted the the rivers flow, the wind, rain, hail, anc m one locality to an- beat on our windows, the trains and steal v i come and go; we hear the rattling noise of carriages, the voices from the street; 

feel, smell, and taste; and we think of this. And all this movement, from the s 
ig of the mighty ocean to that subtle move- ment concerned in our though t, has but one ommon cause. All th rgy emanates Tom one single cente; on gle source — © sun. The sun is 4 

and how immensely practical the Christian religion is, and in what a marked contrast it 

Ee 

nce comes all the 

valuable metal wi! ‘bted 
ntial element in the further de 
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: lines. If we 
along, these oe cold process 
burning coal D pee 

i trical energy 

i oC “manner, We shall 

2 ractical uses of th
is energy 

Pthat s, iron. If we are 

8 
* 

‘all need, both in the 

ation of the energy, 

f we ee ee 

ical energy withou 

ja! scale, we shall be 

exte! electric gene- 

up asa threatening com- 
e time being, next to 

os) fromthe am- i 

of iron be represented 
should not think it apy tem, fo in, 
the negative force of way stir 
eration of all ifg retardin ith 

results, at, x i 
estimate t] eli ig 

etion ncaa for 
rence o these 

ur. But if, through te n 
ment of universal peace, the Tan stabi! 
war machinery should cease, ang ae te 
for supremacy between nations - 
turned into healthful, ever active, on] 
ductive commercial competition, Pro. 
positive impelling force due to iron aa 
measured by the sum of those two OUld by 
which is sixteen—that is, this force we 
have four times its present value. ppl 
ample is, of course, merely intende q te 

an idea of the immense increase in theyon | 
performance of mankind which woulda 
from a radical reform of the iron indy 
supplying the implements of warfare, 
A similar inestimable advantage in th 

saving of energy available to man woulj 
be secured by obviating the great waste 
coal which is inseparably connected with the 

: present methods of manufacturing iron, ite 

‘CE—ENOR- 
ACT 

nt factor in 

ome countries, as in Great Britain, th 
ful effects of this squandering of fie ° ling to be felt. The Price oft 

ising, and the poor are male 
and more. Though we are 
dreaded “exhaustion of the 
ithropy commands ws tt 

of manufacturing ito 
arbarous waste 

which we de 
Itis our 

rial fro 
our ene} 

ions 
yr the 
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NOMICAL PRODUCTION op 7 eo NEW PROCESS, =e 
Tue industrial project, ag | Worked jt out six years ago, contemplated the em- ployment of the electric 
from the energy of a waterfall, not directly for smelting the ore, but for decomposing water, as a preliminary step. To lessen, the cost of the plant, I Proposed to gene. rate the currents in exceptionally cheap and simple dynamos, which | designed for this sole purpose. The hydrogen liberated in the electrolytic decomposition was to be burned 

currents derived 
7 n, iS project merely in the interest of inl iby Lelaes hope, a beautiful indu 

i 
Strial butterfly will an out of the dusty and shriveled chrys- 

The produ 
4 process of 

or recombined with oxygen, not with that from which it was Separated, but with that of the atmosphere. Thus very nearly the total electrical energy used up in the decom- position of the water would be recovered in the form of heat resulting from the recom- ation of the hydrogen. This heat was to applied to the smelting of the ore. The i gained asa by-product in the decom- of the water I intended to use for 
her industri 

burned in air o1 
vantage, and 
amount of he 
the smelting of ti 
economy of the p: 
thermore, using an 
the hot metal ane Ds 
tion, coming out of the furna v 

up their head upon the cold e gol 
furnace, so that compa 

the heat-e1 gy ou I 
Iting. I at probs 

h and pouni ‘on could be | 
horse-power by this nm Seetiae made for 

some other metals, E 
electrolytic treatment, b Oo doubt that such a cold process will ulti- mately rep metallurgy the 

and thus obviate 
nece L 

a few decades ago t 
based almost wh rr echanical properties, but since 

Mf the commercial 
i to ma 

its unique 
latter, iro 
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UMENIUM DOOM. OF 

ub GREAT CIVI- 

: NEW METAL. 
Gp OF Al 

f s made in iron of late 

ee ied yirtually at 
the limits 

e cannot hope to in- 

its tensile strength, 

s, or malleability, nor can 

‘expect jt much better as regards 

Ms magnetic qualities. More recently a no- 

table gain was secured by the mixture
 of a 

small percentage of nickel
 with the iron, but 

there is not much room for f
urther advance 

jn this direction. New discoveries may be 

sxpected, but they cannot greatly add to 

valuable properties of the metal, thou
gh 

erably reduce the cost of 

Phe immediate future of iron 
and its unrivaled 
qualities. These 

i can compete 

old, commands 
entire world. 
recorded in 

eal 

rr 
minium castings cost less, aa aly. 
domestic and other uses copper 
chance of successfully competing hag 
ther materia] reduction of the a A fay, 
minium cannot but be fatal to eo © of aly 
the progress of the former will not ; 
unchecked, for, as it ever happens j 
cases, the larger industry will abot 
smaller one: the giant copper interests 
control the pygmy aluminium interests, 
the slow-pacing copper will reduce the lis. 
gait of aluminium. This will only delay, 
avoid, the impending catastrophe. she 

Aluminium, however, will not stop at. 
downing copper. Before many years hays 
passed it will be engaged in a fierce str ; 
with iron, and in the latter it will f ao 
adversary not easy to conquer. The issueg 
the contest will largely depend on whether 
iron shall be indispensable in electri¢™m 

ui 

will 

r chinery. This the future alone can de 
The magnetism as exhibited in irom 

isolated phenomenon in nat 
at makes this metal beh 
lifferent from all other mai n 

not yet been ascertained, 
ories have been suggestel. 

the molecules of the 
like hollow beams 
fluid and balanced 
nner of a see-sil 

e existsit 
no 
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the advantages it offers are only apparent, So long as we use fechle magnotic forces it is byfar superior to any other material; but if we find ways of Producing great, magnetic forces, then better results wil] he obtainable withoutit. In fact, I have already produced electric transformers in which No iron is employed, and which ar 
forming ten times as mu 

supersede iron soo 
probable that in tl 

can be n 
} to alumi 

le of per- 

ave also suc- 
tors without 
currents, but f 
ferior to those hy 
8 Constructed 
ly the former 

rming incompa- 
weight than the 

the way may be 
ron will be 

progress of the 
icker. For such 

EM OF INCREASE 

important fae 
Its extreme li 
to ti 

Port and 
the useful Performance of Sreatest, civilizing Potency will be, I believe, in aérial travel, which ig sure to be brought about by means of it. Telegraphic instru- ments will slowly enlighten the barbarian, Electric motors and lamps will do it more wes but quicker than anything else the lying-machine will do it. By rendering travel ideally easy it will he the best means or unifying the heterogeneous of lumanity. As the | 
realization we should proc 

BATTERY. 

T REMEMBER that at one*t 
the production of electri 
in a batte: gr 

in a battery would | 
hase in the evolution 
+h more pe ect. 
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.. +h the solution 
ae 4 ough anent one, 

Jead to the exhaus- 
jal. Efforts to- 
from coal are 

9 Dee 
d by producing 

y eo both of 
s has already been 

would do aw; ith noi . 
terially the speed and tie a ‘ 
of the liners. *TYin, 

Still more en 
from coal by t 
the econom, 
probably twi 
The introduction © 

proved 
ich is, on 

ks utilized for heating and Motive-po Rak 

rgy available 
all electrical 

rfall, saving so 
which 

ured with 

the sun contributes in 
nent of civiliza- 

also to get 

poses. In many instances gas jg 
tured close to the coal-mine ang 
to distant places of consumption ae 
able saving both in the cost of transyeee | 
and in utilization of the energy of oes 
being thus effected. In the present fog 
the mechanical and electrical arts ak eat 
rational way of deriving energy from gpa 
evidently to manufacture gas close oa } 
coal store, and to utilize it, either on the. be 
or elsewhere, to generate electricity for 
dustrial uses in dynamos driyen a 
engines. The commercial success of such: 
plant is largely dependent upon the rod 

- tion of gas-engines of great nominal hore 
ower, which, judging from the k ir 
phi eld, will eof be Poxthconicg an 

ad of consuming coal direct! 
should be manufactured ib ann 
d to economize energy. 

provements cannot be more 
es in the evolution tovanl 

perfect, for ultimate 
obtaining electricity 
ect way, involving mv 



Physical 
will be em 

ile. But | 
l be bet- 
manner, 

‘th 

ENERGY FROM THE MEDIUM—THE ND) 
_ AND THE SOLAR ENGINE—MoTIVE powER PO er FROM TERRESTRIAL HEAT—ELEcrTRiciry SUN's rays, OM NATURAL SOURCES. and supp! 4 . four millioi 

Although the average e 
Square mile in any } 
is only a small fraction of that 

conclusion, and 
two ways, as before indi : Sea 
sible—either to turn to ust \ AR aes 
the sun stored in the ambie! r : Shor taronibe 
to transmit, through the i tiittiva radiations 
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ecenter the earth. So, at leas 
Ee vcy every my observations, from which ett 

Hjacent, i, tPPe 
ae ‘4 insutayg 

ca i 
ver iting, in al probability, aut ~] 

certainly of electrical energy which qj amon, 
an Sa heat to the uses of man, if it were 9 na 

+ would not be neces- reach with a wire to great altitudes, ibe ty 
tall inorder tode- It is possible, and even probable, that 

estrial heat. will be, in time, other resourceg of “hen 
opened up, of which we have no know 
now. We may even find ways of a ‘lye 
forces such as magnetism or grange 
driving machinery without using any ‘te 
means. Such realizations, though highiy; 
probable, are not impossible. An exanph, 

by an engine driven by such a will best convey an idea of what we can o other energy being used but to attain and what we can never attain, 

from the water. But the Imagine a disk of some homogeneous Tate 
Jd be obtained in rial turned perfectly true and arranged to 

ithout further pro- turn in frictionless bearings on a hori 
shaft above the ground. This disk, being up. 
der the above conditions perfectly bal 
would rest in any position. Now, it is 
ble that we may learn how to make such 

, disk rotate continuously and perform work 
by the force of gravity without any further 

1 effort on our part; but it is perfectly 
possible for the disk to turn and to do wo 

it any force from the out 
80, it would be what is designal 

asa “ perpetuum mobile,” am 
ownmotive power. Tomalt 

auses is 

event this fort 
the disk, and 
ld follow. 

ibil 
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to me for the first time, thoy 

‘NERGY, unacquainted with a number of pang But wag po 
q 

it i . mentioned, a survey of the variou Fondition witha ble to realize a similar utilizing the energy of the medium : eight? Conceive fi sarily foing to a me, mevertheless, that to arrive at "wot the sake of ilustea- oughly satisfactory praetj Wb a thor- 
ical departure froi 
had to be made. 

UP OBTAINING ‘ENERGY FROM THE piAGR AM 2 Parga A : 
A, medium with Sang Seay: ith much energy ; 

‘gy tion, an inclosure 7 
gram 6, such 
transferred ai 
nel or path O, and { 
other, in this inclosure 

by the arrow, 
its passage into som interested me Evidently a living being could do , and since the experiences of my hich I have 

related had convi at i . being is only an i ) r be stated, a “self-acting en, ob a a b rocess in a given space; the conclusion that it was pos: {0 CO im would then be com- , t a machine which would do . pe p 
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is would be an ideal w consequently, This wou NY of obtains eee the lake run tive power. We do not knoy ofa ae 
n high to lor 

we can let the eable to let heat absolutely perfect process of hent™ Sch Vy 
to the sea, Bice (mel up into the sion, and con for ‘ently some heat wie I, earth’s §' Heat, like water, can erally reach the low level, Which ym Ren. ry 

down, and if we had say, In our mec! ‘ 
: ve could derive water will « the bottom 6: 80mg 

be We ofa ther- anda gradual and slow filling of a at 

Hee coliribed: it would he dis- will take place, necessitating contin 
jogue. Butcanwe produce pumping out. [But evidently there ihe 
ortion of the space and less to pump out than flows in, or, in oth 
flow in continually? To words, less energy will be needed toma 
” or “cold hole,” as we tain the initial condition than is devel 

. , would be equiva- hy the fall, and this is to say that some pete i in the lake a space either energy. will be gained “from the medi 

e ie filled with something much lighter What is not converted in flowing down cay 
than water. This we could do by placing in just be raised up with its own energy, ang. 
the lak nk, and pumping all the water what is converted is clear gain. Thus th 
out of the latter. We know, then, that the virtue of the principle I have discovered ry. 
water, if allo to flow back into the tank, sides wholly in the conversion of the energy 
rou a, theoretice e able to perform ex- on the downward flow. ss 

ly the same a work which was 
- FIRST EFFORTS TO PRODUCE THE § 

ING ENGINE—THE MECHANICAL 
TOR—WORK OF DEWAR AND LINDR— 
LIQUID AIR. 

HAVING recognized this 
‘h following devise means for 

ics, like a fluid, 

| analogue, thaet® to 
jon 3 ¥ 

‘work in flowing 

pm lete and true, heric air. This apparatus, by that tl nsforming heat into me 
become colder and col 
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yestigation o! the prineiples tay 

calculation, now showed that tne ana 

aimed at could not be reached in a Practi- 
eal manner by ordinary machinery, as T had in the beginning expected. This led m 

anext Step, to the study of a ¢; ie, as 
E e of engi 

generally designated as « turbine,” wHiGhee 
first seemed to offer better chances for 
realization of the idea, 2 Soon I found. r= ever, that the turbine, too, was ane But my conclusions showed that if an engine of a peculiar kind could be bro high degree of perfection, the phate,” ceived was realizable, and [ resolved to pro- ceed with the development of such an engin the primary object of which Was to ae the greatest economy of transformation of heat into mechanical energy. A charac- teristic feature of the engine was that the work-performing piston was not connected with anything else, but was perfectly free to. vibrate at an enormous rate. The mechan- ical difficulties encountered in the construc- tion of this engine were greater than I had anticipated, and I made slow progress. This work was continued until ear 
went | 

transforming heat into 
I returned, deeply impresse 
seen, and more than ever cony 
plan was practicable. The wo 
interrupted was taken up an 
had in a fair state of perfectior 
which I have named “the mecha 
lator.” In this machine I suc d 
away with al 

EA 

wh 
obtainab 
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Pose of this TiaetnGet ry ft ie. the first tim » explain 

machine of e 
plicity, when a misfo 
burni ng of my laboratory, 

bo nd delayed me. Shortly ard 
rl Linde announced the liquefacti 

self-cooling process, demonstrat- 
was practicable to proceed wit 

il liquefaction of the air t 
the only experimental pr : 

ng that energy w: 
jum in the manner 

emp 
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refrigerant it is industrial scale 

pee ee anteete is un- but a discovery 

It is as expensive to view. I ol, 
very low temperature ditions the ¢ 

Ae jit takes coal to ahigh insulator, ay 
mn manufacture it ties, and so | capable 

any amount of electrical ener; con: 

Y Of a practier ut roe difficulties in 
tion of this « 
transmitting electrical ote 
were seemingly insuperable, t 
sures of many millions of alge rg 
produced and handled; Senerating a tobe 
of a novel kind, capable of withstand 
immense electrical Stresses, had to pete 
vented and perfected, and a complete 
against the dangers of the high-tension 
rents had to be attained in the system hen 
its practical introduction could be ¢ 
thought of. All this could not be done in, 
few weeks or months, or even Years, 
work required patience and constant 
cation, but the improvements came, thoy, 
slowly. Other valuable results ‘ 
ever, arrived at in the course of this Tong- 

e continued work, of which I shall endeay 
| I cannot hope to F give a brief account, enumerating the 

chine deriving energy fr advances as they were successively e 
‘or a long time yet, ‘The discovery of the conducting prope 
ons should material- ties of the air, though une 

have occurred a natural result of experiments i 
if field which I had carried on for s 

- It was, I believe, during 1889 that 
ossibilities offered by extremely 

ical oscillations determined m 

the peculiar 
these- mi 

sumed 



i 

tent that it now wh. 
ortant depart ann 

of medical science. Many results, thomete, Gal € 
impossible al time, are now readily che 
tainable with these oscillations, andneee aa 
experiments undreamed of then ean now 
readily performed by their Means. Istill 
pepraber pes ure how, nine year 
T passed the di rge of a power, 
Hencail through my body Me oe 
before a scientific society the comparati 
harmlessness of very rapidly vibratin, 5 
tric currents, and I can stil] 
tonishment of my audience, ] 

undertake, with much less appr eh 
Thad in that experiment, to transmit 
my body with such currents theient 

intensity. ig through my arms and ¢ they have melted wires which joined my hands, and still T felt n inconvenience. J 
lations aloopof 

hat masses 

thought, could 
Properly de 

ingly, my ni + 

fan expl dy Ibe highly nective arate of an explosi 
be hi, effective in creating which this tern iv turbance of electricity in the eartl going on I have this nex 

without feelin; 

such oscillations light co 
a novel and more economica 
promised to lead to an ideal s 
tric illumination by Me 1 
ing with the necessity n 
or incan 

of buildings, 
~ increases in pi 

illations, and 
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. Imagine two tuning- 

forks 1 'T, one at the sending- 
and the other at the receiving- 
station respectively, each hav- 
ing attached to its lower prong, 
a Ginnie piston pe att x a 

linder. Both the cylinders 
eieate with a ipa reservoir R, with spread through the ground and , 
elastic walls, which is supposed to be closed the distant vertical receiving-wire 
nd filled with a light and incompressible exciting corresponding electrical os 
id. By striking repeatedly one of the in the same. In the latter wire or 

f the tuning-fork /, the small piston included a sensitive device or re 
and its vibrations, which is thus set in action an 

e ¥ erate a relay or other appliance, 
nt fork /,, which is “tun tion is, of course, provided both sta e of electrical oscillations § an 

receiver S), and a simple provision i 
for using each of the two wires 
to send and to receive the messages 

ing- The exact attunement of the two ci 
mec- secures great advan een i 
iz itial in the practical use thes 

1 pect many popular exist 
le, in the technical reports on 

uits and appliances are de 

DIAGRAM ¢. “WIRELESS” TELEGRAPHY MECHANICALLY ILuys 

rder to attain the. 
at the lea 
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illustrated in Big. 5 (p, 1, whic r AL seiy oxpl vined by its note aA Since | Jeseribed these simple ; ‘ip of teleetsply without wires 1, A quent ece.sion to note that th features ancl clements haye be 

the evident belief thatthe signa 

Maxwell, followin, up a 
periment made by araday 
an ideally simple theo; 
connected light, radiant he 
cal phenomena, interpreting 
all due to vibrations of a fluid of inconceivable tem call 
ether. No experimental verification rived at until Hertz, at the sugg Helmholtz, undertook a seriesof experiments ‘to this effect. Hertz proceeded with extraor- dinary ingenui ight, but devoted energy to n of his old- which is of sens ed apparatus yu 8 and electric influence: failed to v kK, on the supernatu Ch: ich the air p x i dle . pidly rotated by the : 

as nty t 
ventured to p 

e strength of the brought fo: _ by Hertz in suppoi Maxwell’s x in the correc 

he used. But by 
not have obtaine e 
was getting. The y 
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: the difficulties to be mas- 

E hates I could hope to cat 

eit only after years of labor. 

delay : of other work to which T would 

prefe d. to devote myself, but. I 

Peongictionl that my energies 

7 ore usefully employed; for I 
that an efficient apparatus for 

n of powerful electrical oscilla- 
needed for that specific pur- 

pose, to the solution aed 
i electrical and, in fact, human 

ae only was communication, to 
be distance, without wires possible by its 
a ad but, likewise, the transmission of en- 
ergy in great amounts, the burning of the 
atmospheric nitrogen, the production of an 

ent illuminant, and many other results 
‘inestimal ‘ientific and industrial value. 

sacrifice, 

nplishing the 
new prin 

loses a strong inductive : Ese others the reatest poset aa for others again, an exceptional. 
of vibration or extreme Pressure. 
certain other objects immenge’ mf nents are necessary, D ie in Fig 10, of F 
formed with such an oscillates ments Der. illustrate some of these features ao M6 ty 
an idea of the magnitude of the eff, ally produced. The completeness Of th of the figures referred to makes a ptitles description of them unnecegs, ry. further However extraordinary the Tesultg may appear, they are but trifling hom with those which are attainable by app designed on these same Principles, 
produced electrical discharges the 
path of which, from end to end, was pr ably more than one hundred feet A it would not be difficult to reach len 
hundred times as great. I have 
electrical movements oceurrin 
of approximately one hundred 8 horse-power, but rates of one, five, or million horse-power are easily practi 

. In these experiments effects were developed incomparably greater than any 
duced by human agencies, and yet 
sults are but an embryo of what i . _ That communication witho te 

of the globe is practicable 
vould need no demons 

is overy which I m 

plained, 
the vole 
mow that 



THE PROBLEM Or INCREASING F HUMAN ENERGY, 209 ie sitio oF coat determine the ina Teflector—could be utili fc Sc! 2s 2 vessel ah gag nO treet Observer in hin instrument? eoeue teers holtauge, or its speed; or we enabled to eo, developed Se would be | may pe y; y! Hs cee ee e of electric; the entire energy fists the larger portion of tr ee a i, on © desire, from the in his instrument, athe ea aig 
pace of 2 turtle up to lightning speed, ing the | » and the chances of affect- With these developments we have ey, g the latter millionfol. are thereby increased many reason to anticipate that ina time no’ i fi a 
distant oe {telegraphic messages cee ake ick enre| a Teese Ao 1 
oceans Wi "he transmitted without cables. delicate riba cf able of rovealing the ef } 
por eunria a We need a “wireless” fects of feeble hitters oxen ion the ! 
telephone Witeh requires no expert Opera- earth. For such Purposes, too, I ee per- 
tors. The greater the spaces to be bridged, fected new methods. By their use we shall 
the more rational becomes communication likewise be able, among other things, to 
without wires. The cable is not only an easily detect at considerable distance the presence 
damaged and costly instrument, but it limits of an iceber, or other object at sea. By 
usin the Speed of transmission by reason of a their 3 have idnaal some ter- 
certain electrical Property inseparable from restrial phenomena still unexplained. That 
te «elfoctintiey A Psa Senza plant we can send a message to a planet is cer- 
or electing communication without wi i 

is : 
ought to have many times the a — ene pie cee 

H y working capa- man i t j ing i Infinite 
city of a cable, while it will involve sean eitedaad 2 "aia parably less expense. Not a long time will A pass, Ibelieve, before communication bycable TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY TO will become obsolete, for not only will sig- ANY DISTANCE WITHOUT WIRES—NOW naling by this new method be quicker and © PRACTICABLE—THE BEST MEANS OF IN- cheaper, but also much safer, using  CREASING THE FORCE ACCELERATING THE Some new means for isolating the messages HUMAN Mass. a which I have contrived, an moth Perfect THE most valuable observation made in privacy can be secured. “ he course of these investigations was the I have observed the above effects so dinary behavior of the atmosphere only up to a limited distance of about six tric impulses of excessive elec- hundred miles, but inasmuch as there is rce. The experiments showed virtually no limit to the power of the vi he ordinary pressure be- brations producible with s ich an a ame d ducting, and this opened I feel quite confides suc 0 ew rospect of transmit- such a plant for effecti ns E of electrical energy communication. Nor is this all. My mea- 1 s to it distances surements and calculations ha) 
is perfectly practicable to p 
obe, by ti 
trical mo 

will be perceptibl 
" Planets, as Venus 

Possibility ij 
jon has ente 

ity. In fact, that 
tinct eect on one 

yi 

that energy could b 
anner economically. h 

patters little—in fact, almost 

a 
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210 ission is ef- mean that energy would b nsmission is f Cary i ing —whether a bi miles or of the uses of man at any point of Hable (a at a distanc' not in sinalll g mounts such ag Thi fe he 

nd role fas yet, actually effected rived from the ambient medium ee ne ile T have no nsiderable amount of machinery, but poet rt ably 
De 5 be of industrial im- limited, from waterfalls, is uch as 7 ythis new would then become the chief 4 

oa ee A eee plants come for many happily situated eon ot in 
bead conditions which will the United States, ‘Canada, Con a 

5 im: of this kind, and the South America, Switzerland, an d : 
exist | ‘lit Be ystem is thoroughly Men could settle down everywhere, raat 
get experiments haveshown and irrigate the soil with little in demonstra with two terminals main- convert barren deserts into garilens pata 1 elevation of not more than thirty thus the entire globe could be transfi 

ae ie thirty-five thousand feet above and made a fitter abode for mankind, Tea 

nT 

, 

— and with an electrical pressure of highly probable that if there are j : 
fifteen to twenty million volts, the energy of beings on Mars they have long ago rate thousands of horse-power can be transmitted this very idea, which would explain 

distances which may be hundreds and, changes on its surface noted by astronom 
y, thousands of miles. I am hope- The atmosphere on that planet, 

owever, that y, be able to reduce considerably smaller density than th; 
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cilman, that they cannot pay interest on their capital if they reduce their fares or make large 
contribution to the city treasury, 

The fact that a large portion of their stock is water is carefully kept out of sight in all these negotiations, and it is amazing that so little is said about it in the public discussions, This ig the hinge on which the whole question turns. If the companies ought to be allowed to collect from the people of the city money enough to pay divi- dends on capital which represents no investments, ‘ then the franchises which they seek should be granted, and not otherwise. If they were satisfied with ir remuneration on capital actually in- vested, their rates of service could in most cases juced by one third or one half. The saving ich this signifies to the working-people, the clerks, the shop-girls, the vast majority of those who patronize these monopolies, is to each indi- vidual a considerable sum, and to the multitude 
@ vast amount, 

These are the interests which the city councils ought to protect in their negotiations with the public service corporations. Such corporations, so long as they are permitted to render these ser. 
vices, ought to have a fair remuneration upon the 
capital which they invest. No one wishes to de- 
prive them of that. But they ought not to be 
permitted to levy tribute upon the public for re- 
muneration uponstock which represents no expen- 
diture—which represents only the value of the 
franchises given them by the city. This is pre- 
cisely what, in nearly every instance, they are 
seeking; and the flagrant injustice of such con- 
cessions, the oppression of the poor involved in 
them, and the perfidy of the city officials who 
sacrifice the welfare of the people to their own 
greed, may be furnishing the materials of one of 
the darkest chapters in our political history. 

“The Century's’ Prizes for College Graduates. 

ON the appearance of this number of Tue CEN- 
TuRY the third competition for the prizes offered to 
college graduates is brought toaclose. The con- 
test during the past year has been among students 
who received the degree of Bachelor of Arts at 
colleges in the United States during the com- 
mencement season of 1899. Those who receive 
that degree during the present season will be eli- 
gible to the fourth competition, and must send in 
their manuscripts on or before June 1, 1901, ac- 
cording to the rules printed below. A 

In the first competition all of the prizes were 
taken by young women, the p | prize by Smith 
College, and the essay and s by Vassar Colles 

In the second competition 
to institutions west o! A 
tietiison fellite D 

Tr is well known. 

JONE 1900 

The prize story, entitled “‘Only the Master 
Shall Praise,’” by Mr. John M. Oskison of Vinita, 
Indian Territory, B.A. 1898, of Leland Stanford 
Jr, University, at Palo Alto, California, in THE 
Century for January, 

The prize essay, entitled “The Poetry of Blake: 
ain Opinion,” by Mr, Henry Justin Smith of Chi- 
cago, B.A. 1898, of the University of Chicago, 
in the present number. 

THE RULES OF THE COMPETITION. 
Wirn the aim of encouraging literary activity among 
college graduates, THE CENTURY MAGAZINE offers to 
give, annually, during four successive years, three prizes 
of $250 each, open to the competition of persons who 
receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts in any college or 
university in the United States during the commence- 
ment seasons of 1897, 1898, 1899, and 1900. 

1. $250 for the best metrical writing of not fewer 
than fifty lines. ’ 

2, $250 for the best essay in the field of biography, 
history, or literary criticism, of not fewer than. four 
thousand or more than eight thousand words. 

3. $250 for the best story of not fewer than four 
thousand or more than eight thousand words. 

Manuscripts near to the minimum length are most to 
be desired, though under the rules a competitor may 
approach the maximum, 

On or before June 1 of the year succeeding gradua- 
tion, competitors must submit type-written manuscript 
to the Editor of Tue Century MAGAZINE, marked, out- 
side and inside, “For the College Competition,” sii 
by a pen-name, and accompanied by the name and 
address of the author in a separate sealed envelop, 
which will not be opened until the decision has been 
made. 

A competitor may submit more than one manuscript. 
Manuscripts must not have been published. 
The Editor, at his discretion, may withhold the award 

in any class incase no manuscript is thought worthy of 
the prize. 

THE Century MAGAaziNE reserves the right to print ~ 
the prize manuscripts without further payments, the 
copyright to revert to the authors three months after 
the date of publication in the magazine. 
Announcement of the awards will be made in Tas 

CENTURY MAGAZINE as early as possible in the autumn. 
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